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train, consisting of a linear hydraulic load transfer mechanism and a solid-state magnetostrictive [1], or other
linear generator, housed inside the surface float.
The focus of the work described here is the development of an accurate numerical model of the Triton
WEC and the use of this model to explore how changes
to various parameters, such as the mass properties and
hull geometry, can result in increased power capture.

2.

Figure 1: Triton WEC with original cylindrical
surface float
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This abstract details efforts to model and optimize the
performance of Oscilla Power’s flexibly-connected, twobody TritonTM wave energy converter. A mid-fidelity
numerical model is described that captures the essential
dynamics and power take-out of the coupled system.
Physical model experiments at scales of 1:60 and 1:50
are presented as a validation to the numerical results.

1.

INTRODUCTION

The Triton wave energy converter (WEC) is a multimodal two-body point absorber consisting of a surface
float connected by three flexible tethers to a submerged
heave plate (Figure 1). Mechanical energy is extracted
from the environment in the form of wave-induced heave,
pitch, and roll motion of the surface float through its reaction against a heave plate structure, which does not
experience significant wave loadings due to its submergence depth. The resulting tension variation in each
tether is transmitted to an independent linear power-

NUMERICAL MODEL

In order to numerically model the performance of the
system, a mid-fidelity time-domain model was developed in the commercial hydrodynamic code Orcina OrcaFlex. For the surface float, the frequency-dependent
added mass, damping, and linearized excitation forces
(Froude-Krylov and diffraction) were computed using
the boundary element method solver NEMOH [2]. The
submerged heave plate structure was represented by a
simple Morrison formulation, and engineering estimates
of the bulk added mass and drag coefficients, in translation and rotation, were informed from literature review
(see for example [3]). Ongoing work at OPI is focused
on more precisely measuring these coefficients through
a combination of plunging experiments [4] and computational fluid dynamics.
The three connecting tethers between the heave plate
and surface float were modeled using a finite-element
method, in which the lines are represented as a number
of segmented lumped masses. The power take out element (PTO) was modeled by three linear spring-damper
elements (‘links’ in OrcaFlex) that were connected between the surface float and each tether.

3.

PHYSICAL MODEL

In order to calibrate and validate the numerical models discussed, OPI constructed and tested two Froude
scaled physical models of the Triton WEC at 1:60 and
1:50 scale. The 1:60 scale model included a cylindrical
surface float, while the 1:50 scale model included an improved surface float shape, shown in Figure 2, that is
discussed further in Section 5.
Both physical models included representative power
take-out (PTO) using the same general mechanism. To

Figure 2: 1:50 scale physical model showing the
representative PTO arrangement.

accurately represent the PTO, a spring-damper assembly was mounted to the surface float at each tether location, as shown in the lower image in Figure 2. Changes
in the tether tension, as a result of wave-float interaction, cause each arm to oscillate about its pivot point.
The difference between the tether force and the restoring
spring force, accounting for the arm kinematics at each
location, represents the force transmitted the damper (a
tunable air dashpot). The dissipated power was measured using this damping force multiplied by the velocity
measured from a displacement transducer. In addition
to the PTO instrumentation, the translations and rotations of the surface float were measured using Qualisys
motion capture cameras in both models.

4.

MODEL VALIDATION

As a first step in validating the physical model results against the numerical results, the wave/structure
interaction with the surface float, calculated by the linear potential flow solver, was first considered. Response
amplitude operator (RAO) analysis was used to look at
the frequency response of an isolated surface float. Figure 3 shows the translational and rotational motion of
the cylindrical surface float as a function of wave period.
In both the physical model tests and the OrcaFlex simulations, the RAO profiles were generated from a white
noise wave input. Also shown for comparison are regular
wave results from the WEC-Sim code [5], demonstrating
excellent agreement.
The lower plot in figure 3 shows the motion RAO of
the cylindrical surface float when connected to the heave
plate in a full-system configuration, comparing experiments to the numerical simulations. The vertical dashed
lines, which represent the natural heave and pitch periods from experimental decay tests, also align closely

Figure 3: TOP: Motion RAO of the cylindrical
surface float in isolation (i.e. no heave plate). (- -) 1:60 scale experiments (—) OrcaFlex model
() WEC-Sim model. BOTTOM: Motion RAO
of the cylindrical float when connected to the
heave plate, compared to 1:60 experimental results
with the RAO peaks predicted by the numerics. Furthermore but not shown here, the tether tensions and
power capture were also reasonably well-captured by the
numerical model to within 20%.

5.

DESIGN OPTIMIZATION

The relatively modest computational time of the OrcaFlex model (approximately 1 hour on a desktop computer for a full-scale device undergoing 1 hour of irregular waves) allows many different device configurations
to be considered in the optimization.

5.1

Mass properties

The first optimization performed was on the global
mass properties of the two-body system. For a fixed
total system mass, Figure 4 demonstrates the effect of
distributing the mass differently between the heave plate
and surface float, with a mass ratio Mf loat /Mheaveplate
ranging from 0.54 to 1.7. Each contour level represents
the effective wideband power capture of the system,
black being the highest and white being the lowest, with
the red circle denoting the highest power configuration.
The results suggest that a float to heave plate mass ratio
slightly less than 1 is optimal.
In addition to the system mass distribution, the mo-

Figure 4: Contours of wide-band power capture
for different mass distributions and moments of
inertia for the surface float and heave plate. Surface float M OIy ∈ [2×104 , 2×105 ] T e·m2 and heave
plate M OIy ∈ [7 × 104 , 2 × 105 ] T e · m2 .

Figure 5: Underwater profile of the cylindrical (TOP) and asymmetric (BOTTOM) surface
float. Waves propagate right to left.

ment of inertia (MoI) balance between the two bodies
is important parameter in terms of power capture from
pitch motion. Our numerical results suggest that a low
surface float to heave plate MoI ratio maximizes capture, consistent with earlier findings [1]. Conceptually,
this makes sense as a reaction structure with a large MoI
has a large inertial resistance to rotation and therefore
creates stronger reaction forces in the tethers.

5.2

Surface float shape

To obtain improved performance compared to a cylindrical surface float, an asymmetric profile that radiates
predominantly in the incident wave direction was investigated. A parametric study using NEMOH and OrcaFlex was performed to examine the effect of different
bow and stern curvatures on the system wideband power
capture, and the best float shape is pictured in Figure 5.
We found numerically that moving the center of buoyancy slightly further behind the geometric center on the
surface float (as a result of the altered lower stern radius and higher bow radius) significantly enhanced pitch
motion and resultant power capture.
These numerical findings are corroborated by physical
model tests that were conducted during 2015. Figure 6

Figure 6: Pitch response of the two surface float
designs (normalized with respect to the cylindrical shape) when connected to the heave plate
and PTO

Figure 7: Triton WEC with optimized surface
float
compares the surface float pitch RAO for the full system
with cylindrical and asymmetric shapes (both Froude
scaled to 1:1). At resonance, the asymmetric surface
float design increases the pitch amplitude by approximately 35% and also creates a fuller response band. A
Triton WEC with the improved asymmetric float design
is shown in figure 7.
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